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4Studies on ouot;Lionw of ue6ign, am construCLA, rin of
Chain SQrap. r Conveyors
Hubert Cudur, Auclian I
the	 ,,,ucce-.;u of modern high-performance minint ,  operations presum.b6
a hnowladooat)le plannin- of the machines and equilmient used. Particular car(!U
should be u_- ,ed in the desill,n of the brace conveyors. It turns out that previous
n,etho,ls of calculation of conveyor size, drive power and chain strength are
unreliable. In most cases these technical data are deterhiined by rough c "lcula-
tion or empirically. Incorrect decisions can therefore hardly be avoided.
It is the objective of the present studies to clarify the conveyance process
"P-
/m*
in chain scraper conveyors and to determine the resistance forces and characteristics
of th,, conveyor. i lreviou,s measurements on chain scraper conveyors C1.2.3 
j2 do
give information about the forces in the studied conveyors, but a generalization
of the results and transfer of specific values to other operating cases is not
possible since important parameters have been ignored or must be estimated.
Principles for Planning Chain Scraper Conveyors
The planning sequence of a chain scraper conveyor is divided into three
primary steps:
1. Conveyor size and chain speed
2. Drive power and drive mechanism
3. Chain dimensioning and prestress.
First the conveyor size and chain speed are fixed according to the quantity
of conveyed goods and the potential fill cross-sections by using the continuity
1 *
.;xcerDt from the disser'.ation "Studies on the Conveyance Process, Coefficients of
resistance and charac`-earistics of chain scraper conveyors under Ccnsidcration of
employment Conditi,)ns In Bituminous Coal Mining, . Tech. Univ. Aachan 1963, Ed.:
f;r. Bernhard Sann, Co-ed.: dr. Heinrich Koch.
`The numbers in brackets refer to the literature section at the end of the paper.
*'Numbers in margins indicate pagination in original foreign text.
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equation, Tbe fir:,t c4culation uoquenee provideb the qu ia-stities need led for tile
boQor-%; and Lhii'd PA'iinniLo stelh; . Chain aid ',)OWvr CiAlculdLion are iuterG.ejoen(Jint
since tho slverk1C, o static chain lo,td is use its the drive force and the Orive
drive only, head and tail drive, or tail drive only —h"." an
on chain stresses , The unusual chain )trusjet; like blocXing
o . 611, u convoyor, shock stresses of th4 chain due to the poly on effect of the
chain drive and i l ue to dry friction in the trou?,hb are LaXen. into account by
Y marf;ins in the static base loads, In the calculation equations we are
deali-ne, with pil-Aysical laws whose application. is problQmmatio owing to the
uncertain coofficients and efficiencies. Under the iresumption of proper dis-
tribution of drive forces, the driv(! powers for the primary drive are:
Ig C" (q(" + q;.)1 cos a V ± (Cjj + q'g) 1; V
102 ij,% Yj,;,	 JkW1 [1) 3
and for the auxiliary drive.,
	12!
102 ?1,^
The curviness of the conveyor in the plane of conveyance and perpendicular
to thio plane can be: 	 by bending of the troughs and by unevenness of the
floor of tho scam. Conveyor curves cause a +ere ater power demand which is considered
in equations 1 and 2 by the factor NP . The extent to which th ,a f,)rce and power
mar ,ins can be calculated by the laws of clinging friction L5] will have to be
determined by experiment. All other coefficients of the equations will also
have to be determined by laboratory and operating tests. Specific studies of
the individual quantities are more advantageous than the method of power measure-
ments [1,2j. Individual studies permit the elimination of interferring quantitiesL-
and ensure a greater reliability regarding operation and construction of the
conveyor since the mtost different parameters can act in a defined manner.
If we ignore the drives, then for the actual conveyor we need to determine
the coofficient of resistance of tAAa upper and lower and-piece, the curve factors
' The symbols used are explained at the end of the report.
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and the chain t=rive 1oNsos by measurements. The chain drive studies should
be porformo%'* oil a suitable test ttand in the la'uoratory. The test stand should
pormit simulation of forces occurring in conveyor operation according to their
mar,nitti+e and effevt on the chain gears, Tho coefficient; of resistance of
the lower e n%!-Pioce shall be measured on conveyors in under ground pit mining
The fora construction licighu of the conveyors and the open lowo - end-piece
cause resistances--Particularly on movable brad: conveyors--which cannot be
simulate , ., accurately in the test field. Determination of curve factors shoula
be done in the test field. Laboratory tests offer the advantage	 over operational
t^ sts that the rcorautric shape of the 	 conveyor curves and them: distance to
the drive mechanism and the conveyor stresses can be more easily and accurately
generated and measured. The coefficient of resistance and the characteristics
of the conveyor or 'upper end-piece shall be determined by. large scale: tests over
several days. W, Oste?rmann [3I names one of the greatest difficulties in
conveyor measurements in underground pit mining as the detection of conveyor
load. In the test field this is less problemmatic since the conveyed goods can
be weighed. Measurements of the coefficient of resistance as a function of the
characteristic quantities of the crushed goods is hardly possible in underground
pit mining.
Test Stand for l''etermination of Coefficient of Resistance and Characteristics
of the Conveyor End-piece
The coufficient of resistance can be determined in normally operating con-
.
veyors with endless chain by two measurement methods. In one method the
conveyor is equipped with head and tail drive. The chain guar input torques are
measured at both drives. To calculate the end-piece resistance the chain drive
losses must be known. The method has the following disadvantages:   
1. Hi iyh coot and 14r ;e sp,tc p requirement for a circular conveyance
2. 'he load cannot be kept constant over the entire conveyor length for a
uniform load on the test corveyor
3. The particular load weight on the conveyor car,be roughly determined during
the test
4, The chain prestress is unknown
5 he chain gear losses must be known for the particular load range.
Anothor method is direct measurement of the forces in the circulating chain.
Measurem^ent of chain forces in the upper end-piece and lower and-piece is quite
difficult and requires a wireless transfer of measured values in addition to
special transducers. The disadvantages numbered 1-3 above also occur here.
The problem thus arose of developing a test stand which did not have the
disadvantages and difficulties mentioned above. Besides the coefficients of
resistance for a certain speed, the characteristic profile of the conveyor end
piece would have to be picked up by the test stand. In the analysis of the con-
veyor process there is one method which	 meets all requirements and does not
have the disadvantages outlined above. If we consider a section of the conveyor
flow at any point of the upper end-piece then it is of no importance to forward
motion of the	 floods and the occurring resistances how the needed drive force
is fed to the chain. The drive of the endless circulating chain by chain-wheels
at the conveyor ends is needed to maintain a constant conveyance. For teat
purposes we can ignore the circulating tension medium. A continuous chain of
defined length loaded with goods can be drawn through the trough loop.
The test conveyor was 40 m long (fig. 1),an(I consisted of conveyor troughs
I'C'I of Eisanhuette Forks 1,.`estfalia, Altluenen. A double-chain belt with an
effective clength IR provided with scrapers at I 
m separation could be pulled
through the measurement range I W The conveyor was equipped with 500 mm, tall)
perpendicular sheet-metal pieces on both sides. Limitation cf the load section
I occurred through valves which are supported against the neighboring tang.
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Figure 1. Schematic <opresentation of the Test Stand
4	 ley 1-section A B a-conveyor troughs; b-conveyor chain,- c-scraper d-sheet-fetal
pieces; a-limit valves; f-suspension cable; g-pump; h-winch; in-reten'Aon winch
k-tensile force/spagd transducer; 1-diversion and measurement roller; m-meas-
'	 uremont cablq; n-drag cable lead; 0-feed rollers; UP4omopolareenerator;
N-tensile force transducer; Ph-photoelectric transmitter; LS-perforated disc
Z-digital REM unit; V-distribu'c ion; T.i-carrier frequency measurement amplifier
DV-di; ital voltmeter; AR-analo;; computer; S-x,y-primer; Zl^_xr Y1' Y2_ printer
v-analog speed voltage; p`-analog tensile force voltage co-voltage analog to
coefficient of resistance.
The test chain loaded with conveyance goods was drawn through the measurement
range by a suspension cable by a continuously-adjustable winch. The chain force
and speed were measured. The tests were reproducible. A rearward located
winch moved chain and test goods back to the initial position. To record the
characteristic lines during acceleration of the test chain from zero speed to
terminal speed a tensile-force/speed transduce and an analog computer were
developed and used.
Test Results
A	
The Test Project
t	 The coefficiLnts of resistance in the +chain scraper conveyors are generally
unknown. In general we calculate for upper and lower end-piece with a friction
S
F_
coefficient o 0.35 44, 61. Indications on the dapendance of the coefficients
of friction on the properties of the conveyed Goods like moisture content, lumpir
iujs atc. are given by A.O, Spiwa,kowski C7J without details. Fie recommends
calculation with 0.4 to 0.8 for coal. W Osterman [3 ,f and tti. Siegl [8j
report on the influence of moisture on the end-piece resistance.
Accor^int, to results of extensive preliminary tests and under consideration
of tie physical properties of coarse coals in German coal mining [93 the follow-
ins test parameters were found: duality of granular structure, moisture, density
and mine content of tailings. Other parameters considered were: conveyor idle,
size of conveyor load, down times of loaded conveyor and conveyor construction
type. More accurate information on the conveyance process is only possible
if the actual friction between foods and trough is known. The 	 effective
friction in the conveyor was measured in special test apparatus.
The resistances in chain scraper conveyors 	 are composed of sliding fric-
tion coefficients at the trough.base and at the side borders and of additional
resistances caused by circulation and ,grinding of the goods. Pure sliding friction
is present fer conveyor idle and when the goods are moved foreward without relative
motions	 and without grinding. For the coefficient of resistance we can
write in generalized form:
c ..,1c+R,+ks
	
. . . . 
P . . . . .
	 [3J
In the	 equation 1A is the sliding friction coefficient of the chain and the
load in the trough loo
p
- It is designated as a mixed frictional coefficient
since is contains the friction value between 	 chain and trough and the
friction value between goods and trough. The value k  is a factor containing
the sum of additional resistances; k2 should contain the wall friction coefficients
which will be discussed below.
Friction Characteristics of Conveyor Idle
The resistances of the idle conveyor end-piece depend greatly on the trough
6
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condition and can increase by about 100 over smooth troughs due to impurities
in Lhe conveyor from dirt. The idle characteristic field of the chain conveyor
can be divided into three regions (fig. 2). In region 'a' the idle resistances
of new conveyors move with greatly oxydixed troughs and chains. Likewise, in
this region chain conveyors in quarry operations are classified, but with
even greater resistances for idle operation. The characteristic band of region
b results for idle tests after test stand shut down from 5 to 10 days We should
oso
0,4!
0,k
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0' 0	 014	 O,B	 t,?	 1,6	 $0	 Z,/
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b Nan schwoch oxy4:art nach 10nooron $til;.tbnden
c Oeirrobs01atto Rinnon narh viulcn Vusuchon
Fig, 2 Idle Characteristics of the Conveyor End-Piece
Key 1-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp a-new conveyor, troughs greatly
oayd -ed b-troughs weakly oxydized after longer shut down c-smooth troughs
after many tests 2-conveyance rate in m/s
mention here that the trough oxidation can be generally prevented by warm-air
heating in the test shad. In underground pit mining greater oxidation layers
can form on the conveyor due to	 shut-down times at weekends, depending on
pit climate. For normal operation of a brace conveyor the idle characteristics
of region c are important. The conveyor end-piece is run in this state through
a longer operation of "blank-steel" and "rough wear."
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The aver;;- e valuer characteristic of region c deviates by about t5 from
thy; limit v, 3ucs
	 Errors of +10L occur for a joint averag.o value char-
.actcr.istic for ruGiona b and c. K. uhklcnspiel '*IOJ and F Gartner [ll,^
conai^^:r test dispersions of , +10r unavoidµble for experiments with soltds friction
(those; authors ara stiudyine questions of smooth friction recently). in the
studies	 care was taken that the idle or start characteristics of
more import,tnt comparison test series lay within the narrow stray region c of
the normal conveyance operation,
The Dependance of the Coefficient of resistance on Granular Structure of the Goods
The influence. of Granular structure on the size of the coefficient of
friction was explained fir Lt in order to determine to what extent this factor
had to be taken into account in the other tests. The Goods in coal minim;
have a broad granular fluctuation with sizes < 0.5mm up to pieces of several
decimeters edge length, The Granular shape varies widely and fluctuates between
the shape of a sphere and a polyhedron. For the tests commercially available
nut coal and fine coal proved suitable. In order to exclude other influences
care was token to use the same water conent and	 density in the individual
test Goods. The characteristic line for coarse coal is compared with the resis-
tance characteristics of nut coal and fine coal (fiG. 3) . The coefficients of
resistance for nut coal lie on the avarage about 35% above the resistance figures
for fine and crude coal.	 The reason for this is found in the conveyance
process o
 in the type of force transfer from eircul'utinG tension-means to the
conveyed Goods, and in the Granular structure of the goous. The shear effect of
the scraper maintains the conveyor movement.
	
Within the scraper area a
basis forms which can also be called the conveyed Goods mat. Goods extending, above
the basis is moved forward by friction contact. In the basis , pressure stresses
are acting—these are illustrated in ideal form in fig. 4. A body of Goods with 	 1
i	 sphere like Cranules behaves more unstable under the action of the shear forces
than a body with cube, plate and jagged shaped granules. The first goods have
^4	 1
lowor internal friction 0.1n the 1,4W.,lr. The offact of tne pressure vario6 in
loth vyjk,.-, of t-,00a; anJ is denoteki as follows: The spheric;A-lira, nut coal
ptointwiuo. 'A"hux stress peaks can built; u , i^ft the zone of larger
strcscos near tbe scraNir, Torsional 4nd ,AtOo-#-A-V^ 	 c,-Ln form.
WUch -', nwuck pobitioi, changeb	 for Individual pranules within the body
an, crush upwar " p"rts of the goods from the basis. Constant roll And lift
r-ovt1,.r,(!nt.q Iii, th,(^ gootis should be watched. These motions causo the larger resistance
forevs in conrioction with a Ooods crushing. In the fine Goods however, a uniform
I	 -'s behave like a uniform flow.prostiure ^'.istributiun is assured. The fine gooU
Y.'alative tookis motions
	
seldom occur in tho bo"y of goods. The coefficients
of rcsistnrce of the crude coal excectl those of fine cocl only slightly * This
rnioht be attributable to a uniform pressure (Ustrtbution within the basis. The
gap volume of the goods is low owino ro a large fraction 
of fine goOds; larugor
goods blodXs lie embadded in the f`sUie coods, Here we find conditions similar to
fine coal conveyance. in general it was found that the coefficients of resis-
tance of crushad goods with spherical-like granules and narrow range of
granular sizes are greater than for fine goods with a broad granular range and
high	 percentage of fine Brains.
0,41
0,3
0	 0.4	 QA	 Vd	 16	 ZO
to M/1
b	 !',OtA144Q 0 L 4 10 ren
C rclnko^lld dot Xort,41am	 V^ mra
d Fardar%ohl* ear Kbrhun4 1.5 mm
Figure 3. Coefficient of hesistance as a Function. of Conveyance hate for
Air I.ry Goods having different Granular Structure
Koy: I rate: of conveyance in m/s 2-coefficient of resistance in, Xp/kp; a-nut coal
gran, size 50-'35nm b-30 to 10wm c-fine coal size <10mm d- crude Co al 4100 WM
-I
I#*-~
4
100
ORIGINAL P,4(11 
ISOF Pooft QU
A.
Fig. 4 The behavior of goods on the chain scraper conveyor as a function of
granular structure,
Tops GoodV^bubic to spherical arains, narror range (nut coal 50-35A-0m; 30-10-um)
Goo(j- f it ,-. grain (104-ne. coal 41-ft-m ) 1? ; P pressure distribution in
x zthe goods (pulverized) within the basis
Lotto;;,: Goojs of broad granular range, coarse grains embedded in fine grains
(Conveyed coal <100 Mm)
Keyj j-,Xovement of conveyed goods
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The Dependance of the Coefficient of l;esistancc on Water Content of Conveyed Goods
It was found that fine coal on the chain scraper conveyor behaves like a
uniform flow. Additional resistances due to relative goods motions and crushing
are generally retarded, The fine coal thus appeared suitable for studies on
the influence of the water	 content on the coefficient of resistance. Figure
5 shows the test results. At a water content of 3#9/. by wei
ght the character-
istic line has	 the profile decreasing with the conveyance S
p
eed. The
line for 8.9% by weight water is somewhat deeper but runs parallel to the initial
line. if the water content exceeds the limit of about 9 to 10% by weight,
ther, the llnes rise above the	 speed. In the range of lower speeds the
coefficient of resistance decreases with increasing water contents	 For the
10
.P
vc'.oeity	 ww, *, t relattve m6ax. rcui;,tancu valuv is rounk, at a water co.,ftent
' 14 to IC. ;y wei fl :it; OAS is Shif-Cu in the "Ireottor of gru--.4ar watiir content
at sro-,tis rm ,ator man 12. m/s. ThQ increase in 0-,arac tort 4 tic line& above the
conlveyonvc spoo,. at witur contents	 hLOWU that the 
effect Of SOli t;4 friction
rei;Qe, !Iu Jr. fj;vor of flow friction; this uffoct is ;greater the hiCher the water
cont(;r.t. 'Viiii is attributable to the ty1v of water bonding,	 in the goods
anti to the: 	 processes when passing from solids friction over mixes friction
to who -Ve,, - Ior. of pure flow-friction.
The bonAnk-k of the water in the goods occurs ty capillary action and surface
forces. The initially low water quantities are initially Ibsorbod by the finest
particles, Gran.ular collections adherin ,4 together due to the capillary waiter is
surroundew' by a water film which comes into being through adsorbtive and adhesive
effects. Larger orariules have no surface water	 if water content is insufficient,
the goods have a lubricated appearance. A complete localization of the water
iilrr to the Outside surfaces of the goods does not occur until complete saturation
of the pore volw.,o with water. The surface water of the moist Goods has the
same effect as the hydrostatic lubrication of roller bearings. The friction-
reducing lubvicatino film is already present when starting up the conveyer. The
characteristic field of fig. 5 shows an analoay to the StribecIt friction curves
C16 j'. The characteristic lines for larger MO I.Sture contents intersect the line
of the solid or mixed friction rang: at a point	 which shifts in the
direction of greater spuds as a functiot of moisture. The curve profile
provides proof that at higher water contents a transitition from mixed friction
to flow friction tahes place,
The I:apen%janca of the Coefficient of Resistance on the Type of Goods
The density proved suitable for a presentation of the coefficient of
friction as a function of goods types for a clear physical description Of th e Goods,
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Figuro S. Coefficient of resistance as a function of conveyance speed for fine
coal <14 rm, for various water contents.
Key 1-conveyance 'speed in m/s 2-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp 3-load; 33,:3 kp /m
a-water content 14.6% (weigh) b-water content 16.6% c-water content 13.8%
d-water content 18.9% e-water content 3.9% f-water content 8.9%
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Figure 6 Coefficient of friction as a function of conveyance speed for various
types of goods.
	 Key: 1-conveyance speed in m/s 2-coefficient of
friction in kp/kp; 3-belt load 33.3 kp/m; a-sandstone tailings; b-sandy shale
tailings c-shaly clay tailings; d-flame coal; e-soft coal; f--anthracite
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.As convoyed Voutls we used flame coal. soft coal and anthracite and thc associated
strata of sandstone, sandy shale and shalt' clay. The characteristic lines
(fig. 6) originate through avera;e-value formation from 4 sequential Lines for
each type. For coal there resulted a very good relative measurement accuracy.	 /loo
The repeatedly measured lines coincided or had only slight deviations. However,
for the
	
hard rocks dispersions of +10-30% occurred.
Difficulties were caused by the density test of the goods since there is
no density test method generally in use for coal. The known materials' test
procedures are generally unsuitable since the coal does not exhibit a un,form
density behavior due to its structure. Therefore the hardness test used in
the Soviet Union by M M. Protod'jakonow [17] was applied. Figure 7 shows the
average coefficients of resistance of the goods as a function of the determined
density properties (dust quantity with granular size < Q.5mm). The measure(.
values are compared with the average idle friction values and the calculated
coefficients of resistance. The latter are calculated as mixed friction values
from the
	
idle and goods resistances by using eq, (4):
..I	
.	 .	
.	 .	
.
The coefficient of resistance increases quickly for hard rocks. The average
coefficient of resistance for sandstone is 152/ above the average idle value and
188% above the calculated coefficient of resistance, The relatively low density
of coal thus hardly has a measurable effect on resistances in the conveyor.
The goods crushing doubtless occurring here could not be measured.
The D ePondance of the Coefficient of tesistance on Tailings Content in the Raw Coal
The ash content of the raw coal used (see fig. 3) was 36.5% by weight. This
coal was mixed with 30% shale clay tailings for one test series and with 307.
sandstone tailings for another. The coefficients of resistance increased in
both cases only slightly, as expected. The behavior of raw coal with a higher
tailings content can only be indicated since even for a mixture of coal and rock
13
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it is primarily the coal which causes the conveyance resistance. Due to the
large fraction of finest-grain coal in the raw v.e,moist coal dust becomes very
thick and is deposited like a lubricating film on the larger grains. This
fraction	 of the goods slides easier and less of it gets into the grasp
regions of the scraper and chain.
The Dependance of the Coefficient of Resistance on the Conveyor Load
The previous studies were performed with a load corresponding to a fill
cross-section nearly equal to the free profile cross-section of the upper end-
piece. The goods cross-section of the conveyor is ,significantly greater in
most cases, If the load becomes so large that the goods must be supported by
the sheet-metal plates, then the friction against these plates must be added in.
The influence of the load was studied for two load levels (fig. 8).
Fig. 7: Coefficient of resistance as a function of goods type expressed according
to the density properties according to M.M Protod'jakonow [17].
Key: 1-raw coal 2-soft coal 3-anthracite 4-flame coal 5-sandstone 6-shaiy clay
7-sandy shale 8-sieve passage in g of grain size < 0.5mm = density of goods
9-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp a-measured coefficients of resistance
b-measured idle friction for presence of appropriate goods residue in conveyor
c-calculated coefficients of resistance
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Figure 8. Coefficient of l;osistance as a function of conveyor speed for various
load levels in the test conveyor.
hey: 1-conveyor speed in m/s 2-conveyed goods, rats coal 3-coefficient of resistance
in kp/kp. a-load level 250mm b-load level 130mm c-loud level 0 n`r:.
The Specific Break-loose Force as a Function of Stop Time o:` the Conveyor
The start--up of the chain scraper conveyor can be greatly impeded by overloads,
blocked chain or longer stop times. Start-up of loaded conveyors after longer
stop times was simulated in the test conveyor. The loaded chain-belt (load
standing
Level 250 mm) was started up after/a certain time in the initial position.
The illustration of break-loose lines
	 in one thrust was only possible with
a
S
the tonsile force-speed transducer and analog computer since a specific start-
up state could not be generated
	 again after initial break-loose.
Figure 9 shouts the characteristic lines. The break-loose force increases
	 /109
with the conveyor stop time. The start-up lines drop off sharply with the speed
which indicates that we are dealing with large start-up force and genuine
7
break-loose processes. In conveyer operation the chain woula accordingly
reach normal o perating load after one revolution. The results indicate that
,i
brief stop times only slightly affect start-up. Longer stops however, can leach
to significant start-up difficulties, For a stop time of 68 h the needed start-up
force exceeds the normal start-up force by 72%. The increase in break-loose force
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Figure 9. Start-up characteristic lines for the test conveyor for moving raw
coal with a load level of 250 mm and different stop times.
Key: 1-conveyor speed in m/s 2-coefficients of resistance in kp/kp a-normal
line from fig. 8. 'u-stop time: 2h 	 c--stop time: 20 h	 d-stop time. 68 h
e-stop time 68 h'(repeat of test d).
with increasing stop times ismprobably attributable to time-dependant ckemical
reactions between goods and trough and to fine goods baking on to the chain
guides. In contrast to open troughs, troughs covered with goods exhibit a
clear rust deposit and traces of backed fine goods after longer exposure time.
Briquetting processes in the chain guides are also possible.
Coefficients of Resistance and Characteristic Tines as a Function of Conveyor
Construction ,
After performing the	 tests with a special conveyor design, the question
4
arises of how	 much the results are applicable to other conveyer constnuctions.
For a series of comparison tests we used the single-chair. conveyor FKF 2 of
Halbach & Braun Co., Wuppertal-Barmen. The other equipm%nt of the test system
M.	 like drive and measurement equipment was not changed.
After longer running-in tests by pulling the loaded chain back and forth,
the idle line was taken for smooth trough loop. For the run-in single-chain
conveyor this lay in zone c of the idle characteristic field (see fig. 2).
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Figure 10. Coefficient of resistance as a function of conveyor speed for various
conveyoki goods on single and double-chain conveyots.
Key: I-conveyor speed in m/s 2-coefficient of resistance in Up/kp 3-load weiGht
33.3 Itp/m for all tests. a-double:-chain conveyor with sandstone tailings
b-single-chain conveyor with sandstone tailings c-single chain conveyor with
raw coal d-double-chain conveyor with raw coal e-single and double-chain
conveyors at idle.
Also, the characteristic lines for raw coal (fig. 10) deviate only a little for
the two conveyors. The
	
	 deviation lies within the uitavoidable error range.
in the single-chain conveyor
The coefficients of resistance for sandstone tailings/lie on the average 20%
below the comparable values of the doubly--chain conveyor.
The study results shall be explained with	 a view toward Seneraliza-
tion. With the exception of. the results for crushed goods of high density, all
other test results are generally valid for chain scraper conveyors with a similar
design and
	
comparable construction dimensions. Thus if the conveyance
process is subjected primarily to the laws of sliding friction, than the
construction of the conveyor has no influence 	 on the size of the resistance
coefficients. The differences in the size of these coefficients for santIstolle
tailings are attributable to the	 conveyor construction. The goods grinding
17
4occurs primarily between pmts of the revolving tension agent and the troughs.
The ,grindink effect of Gho chain can be 	 reduced by noting the following
construction requirements:
r
1. The open cross-section between conveyor profile and the scra per cross-section
should be as small as possible. According to the cross-section drawings of
the studied conveyor constructions, the open cross-section between the scrapers
and the trough profile is smaller in the single-chain conveyor than in the
double-chain type:. The goods grinding is thus greater in the double-chain 	 /IL 0
conveyor due to the drawing	 of Goods particles into the open crevaces than
in the single-chain type. Where the optimum of cross-section filling of the
conveyor profile by the scraper lies,is to be determined by the engineer. To
maintain the advantage of spacial flexibility of the trough connections the
tolerances should not be reduced down to the dimensions of clearance fits,
2. The conveyor chains st,(;,uld be located outside the force food. 'Meeting the
first condition requires a lengthening of the chain from the force feed, With-
oue this however, we observed in our studies of the double-chain conveyor that
pieces of good: were stuck on the chain links running under the flat trough flanges.
These could act like brake wedges if their size is large enough.
3. The scraper should	 not have any sharply bent edges. All construction
parts of the tension medium should have no angles promoting; grinding.
Characteristic t,esistance Lines of Drace Conveyors
Theoretical Background
The study results for low conveyor loads can be applied to daylight
conveyance operations depending on the particular crushed goods and the conveyor
profile. However, the results for the various conveyor loads apply only to the
test conveyor with its rectangular fill cross-section. Till cross-section shape
18
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and size deviate for brace conveyors from that of the test operation. 'Larger
conveyor loaOss are supported Dy the sheet-metal guides and cause additional
friction forces, the effective well pressures can be calculated by using the
	
I	 Coulomb earth- prres6ure theory [19J. For fluids the wall pressure corresponds
to the inherent load of the liquid column lying above. For crushed goods
the internal friction 'reduces th4 gall pressures, Under consideration of the
lateral friction forces we have a general expression for the coefficient of
resistance;
	
ell 	
/4; 'f•
 %^^ r^ ` % /i.
	
,
	 [51
	
i	 Y
The measured coefficients of resistance (fig. 8) are compared to the calculated
	
z	 '
coefficients according to eq. 5 as a function of the load level
The measured and calculated function profile agree well. The measured coefficients
	
of resistance lie on-the
	
average only 7% above the calculated values.
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Figure 11. Coefficient of Desistance as a function of the load level for
raw coal conveyance.
Key: 1-load level in'mm 2-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp a-measured for
v = 0.4 m/s b-calculated for v = 0.1; m/s
Application of the Coulomb earth-pressure theory presumes flat sliding
surfaces, plumb support walls and horizontal crushed goods surfaces; conditions
which can only be realized in the test conveyor. The generalized Coulomb earth
pressure theory [193 does permit a calculation of the wall pressures of variable
inclines of support walls and of the crushed goods surfaces. TaXinG fig. 12 as
I
a basis there results the following general equations for normal forces acting
I
on the support walls of a conveyor with variable cross-inclination:
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Figure 12. Generalization of the Coulomb 'Theory
Key: 1-eigen we -ht of a crushed goods wedge 2-earth pressure force 3-incline
angle of	 earth pressure force to the perpendicular 4--sliding surface
angle: 5-friction angle 6-wall incline angle 7-direction angles-8-horizon-
tal components of earth pressure force 9-incline angles of crushed goods
surface 10-incline angles of the conveyor
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For the pressure factors X L of both support walls we have:
bin A —us)	 1
_11.	
----- -	 [10]
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The function profile of the determined fraction and resistance lines has the
form given in fig. 13 and can be written in general terms by using the equation;
!i .R, Guru — a) a-a V + a — d v . . . . . .
	 [12]
The exponential term of eq. 12 goes to zero for the normal characteristic lines
(lines for raw coal conveyance) even at a speed of about 0.1 m/s.
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For speods > 0.1 m/s wu can use eq. 13 for practical casesi
p - a •-•- d v	 . . , . .	 . . . . . .	 K131
General characteristic-line equation for the upper conveyor and-place iss
	
2	 x
,f+
a.^ .. > ..............	 .., [14]
qx + 4im
For the smooth operating conveyor we haves
R
,,K
 vt 0.2U -- 0,047 5 V ... ,	 c15]
The friction equation for coal on smooth-running trough iss
0,39 _ 0,0()G25 v ',. , , , . .	 , .	 [16]
:ct
1.
Fig. 13- General function Profile of the Friction and t.esistance Coefficients
Rey; 1-rate of conveyance v 2-coefficient of friction ju 3-adhesion friction value
4-ordinate passage of the straight section of the curve
Equations Dependant on Fill Cross-section
The fill cross-sections of brace conveyors are dependant on the design of
the conveyor and location of use--under the presumption of a sufficient conveyor
flow. The theoretically possible goods cross-sections are shown by fib;. 14.
The fill cross-section shapes of fit;. 14a and 14b pertain to chain scraper con-
veyors which are used as intermediate conveyors or in tunnel driving. The fill
cross-aection shapes occurring in operation differ only slightly from the
theoretical shapes, With brace conveyors the situation is different. The
actual	 fill cross-section shapes and sizes (fig. 15) differ significantly from
the theoretical cross-sections.(fig. 14c). Extensive fill cross-section meas-
urements on brace conveyors [22] led to the recognition that the effective cross-
section shape and size are dependant on the granular structure, the seam thick-
21
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Fin. 14-, Theoretical Fill Cross-section Shapo6 for Chiin Scrapor Conveyor,,,
Xi; 15: Cross-section Shapes of measured Fill Cross-sectionS
a to at GouginC operation-q; f to it carving operations
Fig 16: Gouging Lane filled with Conveyed Goods
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Iness. the design of the mining machinc t rho width of the mining lane and the
conveyor lateral slope. If the conveyor load exceeds the natural Goods cross-section
than the goods unload in the lane between conveyor and face (figs 16). Thus
a support wall consisting of crushed Goods forms which acts like a sheet'
metal attachment. In the studied 8ouelne operations the break surface formed
between the dropped Goods and the moving conveyor flow somewhat perpendicularly
above the inside edge of the upper trough Guide. On the backfilling side
the goods flow moves up to the sheet-metal attachment.
The measured fill cross-sections lie on the average 15 to 115% and peaks
of 40 to 250'/*' above the theoretical goods cross-sections. The largest measured
f III cross-section In a Gouging brace conveyor was 2900 cm 2 at a conveyor width
of 620 mm (fig. 17) The limit lines of the Goods surface could be determined
on the studied brace conveyors as curves with more or less steep falling flanks.
Equations 10 and 11 to calculate the pressure factc-* ^ presume flat limit surfaces
on the crushed goods. In most.cases the goods slope out from the middle of
the conveyor at about 300 to the face and at about 150 to the sheet-,metal
attachment. We were able to determine that for cross-sloped conveyors the
sloping angles decrease in the direction of slope. The 	 decrease In
angle of friction can be calculated according to G. Pajer and F. Kurth -21L I as
a function of the ^'Iope of the support. In the calculations of characteristic
line fields	 for the sake of simplicity we subtracted an angle of 50 from
the normal sloping angles.
Both for practiaal application of the characteristic lines and for
scientific comparisons it is advantageous to prepare
	 CW v-curves for
the constant fill cross-section. Thus the load levels must be determined first
for a calculation of the wall friction. With the dimensions of the conveyor
(fig, 18) and under consideration of the slope there result the levels for the
selected fill cross-sections at the face side of the conveyor as:
23
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Fig. 17 Moabured Fill Cross-section in a Gouging brace Conveyor
(See fig 12 for explanation of symbols)
Fig. 18 Approximated fill Cross-section Shapes For Cross-sloped Conveyors
'	
s	 s
2F 2b j
 a —^ ° +	 ° )tan (cg t r) + 4 tan /,e t T I') Ll ijb —^- bs
and on the backfi.11ing side of the conveyor we haves
hi • h3 + 1, tan (e; t v) — Z tan	 , f(C1 T v) .	 [18
Substitute into the equations fort,
Conveyor sloped to the backfilling (suspended)
(ea — 41 (e2 + Y)
Conveyor sloped to the face (declining,)
As specific characteristic line equation for raw coal conveyance we have the
following equation for conveyor speed >0.1 m/s with reference to eq. 14, 15, 16:
x	 j
4K (0,26 0,0375 v) ' (qG + 2!., 7) (0, 39 -` 0,00625 v) + ^^ J.,^ 7 A;. 	 [1^^
4i: + 90
The break{-loose points were also calculated by this equation with the
adhesion friction values nth - 0,3;14,1 - 0,43; fit; 0,66	 The internal friction of
the crushed goods which must be surmounted at the break surface of the face
was substituted as a constant ^i = 0.86 [201 into the calculations.
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3	 Fig 19: Characteristic Lines of ythe Upper End - piece of a 15race Conveyor of 620 xi'm
width at the illustrated Cross-slope, fill cross-section and fill. (• oss-section
size.	 Key 1-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp 2-conveyor opeed m/s
3-relative load of the chain °A.-fill cross-section 2500 cm 2 b-fill cross-
'	 ection 2000 cm 
	
c-fi.11 cross section 1500 cm2 a-full cross-section 1000 cm 
a
e-fill cross-section 400 cm 2 	f-idle	 g-characteristic line of the
load attack point
Resistance Characteristic line Fields and Charactgristic Lines of the Load
Attack Point
1;
The calculated line fields are shown in fig, 19. For a brace conveyor with
a design width of 620 mm and a cross-slope of 00 the coefficient of resistance
will increase at a speed of 0.8 m/s	 from the base load (F : = 400 cm ) from
0.33 (1001) to 0.46 (140%) at a fill cross-section of F 4 = 24 cm2 ; it inervasos
= 2500 cm2 . The last cross-section is not c%cm;ively large.to 0.5 (158%) a  F5 
For the same conveyed quantity we were able to measure a fill ccbss-;*t'etf'on of
t
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Fig 20: Cc rlfficient of resistance as a Function of the Cross-slope of brace
Conveyors of 620 mm width for different fill cross-sections
Key: 1-cross-slope 2-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp 3-to the face
4-to the backfilling a-fill cross-section 2500 cm2 b-fill cross section
2000 cm 	 e-fill cross-section 150Q cm  d-fill cross-section 1000 cm 
e-fill cross section 400 cm 
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Fig 21 Coefficient of Resistance as a function of the fill cross-section of
Brace conveyors for different conveyance Widths
Key: l fill cross-section in cm 
	 2-coefficient of resistance in kp/kp
a-conveyor width 520mm b-conveyor width 620 mm c-conveyor width 720 mm
d-conveyor. width 820 mm
	 '
tit
F = 2900 cm2 in a gouging brace conveyor (fig 17). Conveyor cross-slopes'
inclined to the face--i.e. descending face advance--cause a notable increase
in coefficients of resistance due to the large friction surface at the goods.
r"	 4
{d
t{^
t
yA
	
1
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Figure 20 shows the coefficients of resistance as a function of the conveyor
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cross-slope for various fill	 cross-sections.
The illustrated results are,of significance for projections of brace
conveyors for high-performance operations. A 620 mm wide brace conveyor is
able to master flows of cross-section up to 3000 cm  due to the predominate
drag mode of operation. According to fig. 21 a coefficient of resistance of 0.57
occurs. For the same size cross-section the resistance 	 is reduced to 0.43 for
an 820 mm wide conveyor.	 Selection of the larger conveyor would be connected
with a reduction in chain forces and	 drive power by 25% in this case.
Due to the numerous fill cross-section shapes, the cross-slope of the con-
veyor and the wall friction resistances at the shee p-metal attachments and at
the standing crushed goods in the mining lane,we expect an unequal load distri-
bution in the brace
	
•conveyor. The asymmetric position of the load attack
point results in double-chain conveyors of different chain loads. The character-
istic lines of the load attack point plotted against the conveyor width (fig 19)
provide information about the percentage load on the chain. In extraction oper -
ations with falling or suspended face advance the load distribution should receive
special attention. For suspended face advance <15 0 there results a load pick-
up of 65% of the total chain load for F 4 = 2000cm2 for the chain on the backfilling
side.
Characteristic Conveyor Lines
The proven measurement method for pointing up the cha , ,cteristic conveyor
lines	 was expanded with the objective of future operating measurements
which are needed in particular for the measurement of lower end-piece resistance.
From the viewpoint of drive, the characteristic conveyor line is superior to
the resistance line. The characteristic conveyor line represents the actual
103d line of the working conveyor. in the form of the function c  = f(v) the
specific force C  contains the force demand to meet the chain drive losses, in
addition to the end-piece resistances.	
27
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Fig. 22: Drive of the Test Conveyor with Torque-Speed Pick-off at the Transmission
Shear Read. Chain force pick-off behind the chain wheel.
As test conveyor we used a single-chain conveyor with head drive (fig. 22).
A special torque-speed pick-off permitted recording of the specific drive force
as a function of the conveyor rate in connection with the analog computer.
A chair, force pick-off served to measure the chain prestress parameter. The
measured values were transmitted wireless. The torque pick-off was `Located in
the shear head of the transmission. Instead of the shear bolt, a pressure pin
with strain quage was located tangentially in the force flux between the outside
and inside shear face. The effective circumferential force, multiplied by hall'
the travel diameter of	 the measurement bolt gives the torque. The advantage of
this torque measurement unit consists in the fact that it takes up very little
space and that it can be calibrated quite ;accurately with little difficulty.
The test', were limited to the conveyor idle speed.	 They served primarily to
check the developed transducers and to point up problems with the chain scraper
conveyors which would need additional research work. The characteristic conveyor
lines were taken with optimum chain prestress and with larger prestresses (fig. 23).
Large chain prestresses have an extremely disadvantageous effect on the line
profile and	 on the size of the specific power consumption. The conveyor
lines rise(in contrast to the resistance lines) with the speed and this effect
t
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Figure 23. Characteristic Conveyor Lines for various Chain Prestresses at Conveyor
Idle.
Key; 1-conveyor speed in m /s 2-specific power in kp/kp a-idle line (resistance
line b-conveyor line at optimum chain prestress P = 100 %	c-conveyor
line at optimum chain prestress P = 200 % 	d-conveyor line at optimum
chain prestress P  = 350%	 v
is more pronounced the greater the chain prestress. The difference in specific
forces i s represented by the chain gear losses of the drive and reversal.
A generalization of the obtained measured results is not permissible since on
the one hand the chain loads at idle are too small and since the chain drive
losses
	 appear to depend very much on the design of the chain wheels. Thus
special chain drive studies shall be performed with the objective of creating
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the background for the design of chain wheels which will ensure a minimum of
power losses from chain and chain wheel wear. The results of 	 another
test series also indicate the need for chain drive studies. For a complete
revolution of the chain force pick-off the chain farce and torque were
measured and plotted as a function of time (fig. 24). As the upper measurement
strip of fig. 24 shows, the chain was provided with optimum prestress since the
prestress force goes to zero after start -up. The larger ascent of the first
section of the curve is attributable to greater coefficients of friction in thQ 	 a
lower end-piece. The reversal station caused the jump about in the middle of
the tensile force curve. The jump level is a measure for the losses in the
29
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rig, 24: (qualitative Chain Force and Torque Profile. Copies of original
Plots,	 Key: 1-Chain force 2-prestress force 3-chain force
pick-off 4-chain wheel initial torque 5-path of chain force pick-
off
reversal. In the last section of chain circulation the torque increases quickly.
The larger torque value is clue to increased chain drive losses since an increase
in	 chain forces plotted synchronously with the torque :did not occur. In
the
	 region of large torque the chain links has an approximately 2% greater
spacing.
Summary
In view of the numerous operating conditions to which the portable
chain 6craper conveyor is exposed* in pit operations, reliable calculation prin-
ciples can only be created through research on individual resistances and losses.
In a special test stand the basic behavior of mining crushed goods in
chain	 scraper conveyors was explained. The characteristic resistance lines of
the upper end-piece were determined for conveyor idle and as a function of the
determinative crushed goods characteristics, on the size of the conveyor load, on
the conveyor construction and on the stopped time of the conveyor. Crushed
goods with a narrow granular profile and sphere-like grains caused about 35"%
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greater resistances than fine coal and raw coal with broad granular profile
,lue to the severe relative motions of the goods on the conveyor# for water-
cuntalnine, goods	 >10% by weight the solids friction retreated in favor of
flow friction, The coefficients of resistance decreased considerably in the
range of lower speeds and then increased with increasing conveyor speed.
The frinding re i,stance in the conveyor incroases with thQ donsity of tc u gooils.
The conveyance of sandstone ore required about 280% greater specific	 drive
energy than the co veyance of raw coal. Resistance coefficients for coal and
'raw coal showed no 'dependance on the design of the conveyor.
Start-up oi; loaded conveyors after longer stop times-was .simulated, The
specific break-loose force increases for crude coal after a stop time of 68 h
by 72 over the break loose force of normal operation with short-term stoppages.
The coefficients of resistance increase with the conveyor load. This behavior
could be explained by the laws of soil mechanics. Equations permit calculation
of fields for characteristic lines of resistance as a function of the fill
cross-section size and shaper 	 of the conveyor size and of conveyor employment
conditions. Characteristic lines of the load attack point provide information
on the distribution of chain forces in the conveyor end-piece. By means of a
developed torque-speed pick-off which is housed in the shear head of conveyor
transmissions, nee were able to obtain plots of characteristic conveyor lines
whoso orofiles show a strong dependence on the chain prestress. Between the
chain drive losses and the condition of the conveyor chain and chain wheels
we were able to find a
	
sensitive relationship.
A ppendix
Symbols Used
numerical Value	 (Quantity	 Unit
•
a	 Conveyor angle of slope
CF
	Specific drive force
co	 coefficient of resistance of the upper end-piice 	 kplkp
C'	 Coefficient of resistance of thu lower end-piece 	 kpr,kp
^1.
INumerical value	 Quantity	 Unit
Fill cross-section wi
A pia Efficiency of the drive
111L Efficiency of the chain drive kp,ms
N
Crushed goods weight
highs Lift height
k Support wall height
k^ Factor of supplemental resistance
r Wall friction resistances pD
^•'^'a'A Axis distance
µp
P Pressure factors
'Un Coefficient of Friction
Na Average coefficient of friction
Adhesion value
PI friction value of the conveyed goods on conveyor
N:: Friction coefficient of internal friction of
µ'd conveyed goods
Idle friction value
wax
N«' Averagefriction value of conveyed goods kW
Nut
Average idle friction value kW
V Engine power at main drive
qp Engine power at auxiliary drive
Factor for conveyor curves
ch i; Meter-weight-force of conveyed Goods /116kp1m
Meter-weight-force of conveyor chain mm
1r Conveyor speed m
Width of conveyor m
b^ Length of measurement range
Length of load range MM
Distance between the two conveyor chains
a Ascent of straight section of carve in fig. 13
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